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EDITORIAL
Dear Reader,

Engineering, explosion protection, global proximity to customers – the success of
STAHL CraneSystems has been supported on these three pillars for decades.
These keywords are also mentioned in the reports in the specialist press time and
time again. These success stories, which would never be written if it wasn’t for
the outstanding collaboration with crane manufacturing partners all over the world,
determine the positive perception of our company within the public sphere. A big
“thank you” therefore goes to all crane manufacturers and customers, who tell us
about interesting crane solutions and make it possible for us to take photographs
and carry out interviews on site. A main focus of this task is on the metal industry.
However, the focus is also on hoists for LNG systems, which have become increasingly important in recent years. The centrepiece of our LNG wire rope hoists
are explosion-proof crane controllers – a good opportunity to give you a more
in-depth introduction to controller manufacturing in “Report from Künzelsau”.
I hope that you enjoy the magazine – Thomas Kraus
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Communicative

cranes

Slovakian
heavy-duty cranes are kind
to structures

Our Slovakian crane building partner Jaroslav Beneš – Zeriavy has been
successfully building crane systems with hoist and crane technology
from STAHL CraneSystems for many years. The company has made a name
for itself not only in Slovakia with its sophisticated customised solutions.
The engineering skills of Jaroslav Beneš and his team were in great demand
on a project for hydroelectric power plant builders VVE in Dubnica nad
Vahom, 140 kilometres northwest of Bratislava. What first appeared to be a
standard order for four heavy-duty double girder overhead travelling
cranes soon turned out to be a tricky problem when the structural engineers
assessed the geological situation of the new building and specified foundations that threatened to blow the budget of the construction project. Beneš’
team took on the challenge of modifying the crane system so that VVE could
dispense with additional cost-intensive actions.

Slovakia
Bratislava
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VVE was able to commission the new building in
autumn 2015. Beneš had succeeded in reducing to a minimum the load applied to the building by the crane system.
The Eastern European crane building expert relied on an
intelligent crane control that analyses the load and position
data of all the cranes, crabs and hoists in real time and
controls the lifting and travel motions of the whole system
on this basis.
Four cranes operate in the new industrial building, with
S.W.L.s of 180 and 90 tonnes in one bay and of 175 and
85 tonnes in the other. Beneš’ solution is based on load
measurement, accurate laser-based position monitoring of the crane bridges and crabs and the distances
of the cranes from one another and continuous intercommunication between the cranes.
Each crane is equipped with redundant PLC controls that
analyse the data of all the cranes in real time, even if a
crane is currently not in operation or is even shut down.
The controls reduce to a minimum the lifting or travelling
speeds of the individual crane, crab or hoist, or they
reduce all speeds if the specified limits are approached.
The system halts all movements which might increase
the load if a single crane or a number of cranes combined
reach the maximum permissible total capacity of the
building.
As the lifting capacity of each of the two largest cranes
could exceed the load capacity of the crane runways,
the maximum permissible load for these two depends on
the position of the crabs. The lifting capacity of the largest
crane decreases proportionally from 180 t in the centre
of the crane bridge towards the outside. The movements

and the relations of the crane bridges to one another
are also analysed: if the 180 t crane is working with full
load, the 175 t crane in the second bay can only travel
past it if it is unloaded and its hoists are at the opposite
end of the crane bridge.
The effects exerted on the building by the load are
determined individually for each crane, while taking into
account the data of the other cranes. The cranes communicate continuously and redundantly on separate WiFi
channels.
Tandem operation is possible if large machinery components need to be lifted. The two hoists or crabs on
the individual cranes, or also the two cranes in each bay,
can be combined in tandem operation if required.

The high lifting capacities are achieved by combining
hoists. The larger cranes are each equipped with a
twin hoist, type ASF 7 ZW with 125 t S.W.L., supplemented
by an auxiliary hoist, also an ASF 7, with 55 or 50 t
S.W.L. The “smaller” cranes are each equipped with a 50 t
ASF 7 wire rope hoist and an ASF 7 auxiliary hoist with
40 or 35 t S.W.L.
VVE has taken a major step towards practically selfsufficient production by commissioning its own production
line for hydroelectric power plants. In the future, components for locks and hydroelectric power stations will be
produced in the up-to-date factory to advance the
energy turnaround in Slovakia too – on a site that in other
respects resembles an industrial monument testifying to a
proud era of Slovakian heavy industry.
With the kind assistance of Jaroslav Beneš and Michal
Cejzl, JAROSLAV BENEŠ – ŽERIAVY. Many thanks to
VVE and particularly Ivan Demian, who has supported the
project with valuable technical information.
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Report from Künzelsau

Explosion-proof controller
manufacture
In 1926, exactly 90 years ago,
STAHL CraneSystems started to
develop explosion-proof hoists,
crane components and controllers.
A lot has happened since then,
and STAHL CraneSystems has made
an international name for itself
as one of the leading manufacturers
of special hoists and explosionproof crane technology. As well as
the relevant safety directives,
the explosion-proof hoists from
STAHL CraneSystems fulfil the European ATEX conditions and are
certified in accordance with the
internationally popular IECEx
scheme.

“The Magazine” asked Simon Braun and Markus
Stadtmüller what is involved in the manufacture of
explosion-proof controllers at STAHL CraneSystems.
What’s the difference between a standard control box and
an explosion-proof control box?
The explosion-proof controllers from STAHL CraneSystems
are mainly in the “pressure-resistant enclosure” and
“increased safety” ignition protection class (Ex de).
Pressure-resistant control boxes for zone 1 have a stable
and solid design. These are manufactured using heavyduty cast aluminium and steel housings.
What special features are there apart from the pressureresistant control boxes?
The installation materials such as the cables, screw
connections and cable lead-ins also have to comply with
the standards and directives, and must be tested and
certified accordingly. An antistatic coating is also used on
the enclosures (or an antistatic material in the case of
plastic enclosures), or special usage instructions apply.
We usually fit a second separate housing as a connecting
box, which we make from steel sheet or stainless
steel sheet. Both housings are connected using wire
leadthroughs.

How does the explosion protection “work”?
Neither standard equipment boxes nor explosion-proof
boxes can prevent gas from penetrating the housing –
though this is less likely with the pressure-resistant box
because if its design. The gas could be ignited by an
ignition source inside the box – e.g. by a contact spark
when contactors are being pulled in. With the standard
box the explosion would pass into the environment, which
would ignite the gas mixture in the environment. The
pressure-resistant box is designed such that the ignition
would cool down or be extinguished via the threaded
joint or flat joint of the cover. This means that the surrounding area is not at risk.
Does the company have a way of testing the effectiveness
of the explosion protection?
The additional tests take place beforehand in the certification office. The Ex-d housings are individually tested
in-house. The leaktightness test takes place in-house.

How many employees work in this department?
About 30 employees work in the controller manufacturing
area in two shifts. About half of them are specially qualified in the manufacture of explosion-proof controllers and
components.
How many explosion-proof controllers do you manufacture
here per annum?
Last year we manufactured approximately 1,500 explosionproof controllers.
Do you only manufacture controllers for STAHL hoists,
or do you also manufacture for other providers?
Two-thirds of the controllers are manufactured for STAHL
CraneSystems, and the rest for other brands.
What is special about the controllers from STAHL
CraneSystems?
The housings of the controllers are subjected to extreme
testing in order to ensure that they operate safely at the
customer’s. The fact that the controllers have been
designed by our experienced employees who are qualified
at regular intervals has contributed to this. Installation
is also carried out by experienced and regularly qualified
and trained employees. Each controller undergoes final

testing before delivery. This is also ensured and checked
by our tested quality management system.
What is the difference between the controllers?
As well as having different ignition protection types, the
controllers differ in terms of the functionality that the
customer requires. There are also differences between the
country-specific versions – e.g. the cables and the
installation materials. STAHL CraneSystems is also qualified in this area. We plan for a wide range of applications,
usage areas and environments – often for extremely high
or low temperatures, offshore use and special applications
that go beyond the standard.
The new ATEX directive 2014/34/EU is coming into force
within the next few weeks. What does this mean to STAHL
CraneSystems?
Since our products already meet the requirements of ATEX
directive 94/9/EC, the change to ATEX directive
2014/34/EU will not result in any major changes as far as
we are concerned. The EC type examination certificates in
accordance with directive 94/9/EC remain valid under
the new directive. Recertification of the products is not
necessary.
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Amsterdam

Steel
production
Rotterdam

There is a buzz of activity in the chilling
shop of Nedstaal in Rotterdam. The
in-house locomotive arrives every few
minutes and brings moulds with redhot, fresh-cast steel. The casting
moulds, or chill moulds, are unloaded
here to cool down, opened, cleaned
and stored temporarily. Two grab cranes
travel under the building’s ceiling and
load and unload locomotives and lorries
around the clock. A bright yellow crane
stands out against the grey of the shop.
It was erected here just a few weeks
ago by STAHL CraneSystems’ Dutch
partner CraneBuilders. “Nedstaal needed
a particularly robust and reliable crane
in this environment,” says René Rohde,
CraneBuilders’ project manager, and
explains: “Our crane system works with
STAHL CraneSystems wire rope hoists
and a grab with an off-standard rope
bracing system. By working together
and making use of the versatile German
crane technology we were able to
develop the ideal crane system for our
customer.”

CraneBuilders’
new grab
crane defies
heat and dust
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Nedstaal produces high-quality steel
for steel treatment companies. Its
core business is made-to-order small
batches of 30 to 50 tonnes. Steel is not
just steel: Nedstaal is able to produce
hundreds of different types of steel
depending on the composition of the
raw materials and the processing.
Both the individually produced steel
grades and the short delivery times
are of crucial importance for the
company’s success and depend on a

Sometimes you don’t need
that much technology –
a lot of problems can be solved
intelligently and extremely
efficiently with plenty of
experience and the right idea.

high material throughput in the production chain and requiring reliable
technology.
The new crane in the front section
of the building is equipped with a grab
for picking up steel cylinders safely
and quickly. The grab is lifted and
lowered by two wire rope hoists
mounted on a double rail crab. In this
type of grab solution, extremely
high forces act on the rope drum and
cause the rope and rope guide
to wear quickly. Short maintenance
intervals and unplanned downtimes would be the result of this. “We
worked together with STAHL

CraneSystems and developed a lowwear solution with two wire rope
hoists specially adapted to this
application,” says CraneBuilders’
Marco Lindhout. “Our design means
that the grab can be moved absolutely vertical and without rotating, even
if there is a slight asynchronism or
one of the hoists comes to a stop,”
Lindhout continues. A sophisticated
rope bracing system at a set distance
below the wire rope hoists makes
this possible. “The customised rope
reeving over several sheaves holds
the load free of oscillations during
travel and the angled ropes have a

stabilising effect,” Peter Kittsteiner
explains, who as STAHL CraneSystems’ Area Sales Manager was
involved in developing the solution.
This also avoids stress on the rope
drum caused for example by diagonal
pull. “Sometimes you don’t need that
much technology – a lot of problems
can be solved intelligently and extremely efficiently with plenty of
experience and the right idea,” Marco
Lindhout is pleased to report.
Steel production is energyintensive, but Nedstaal tries to
conserve resources wherever possible – on the crane too. Project
manager René Rohde explains: “Our
crane control feeds the energy
produced by frequency inverters and
brakes back into the grid, so we can
reduce the crane’s total energy
consumption.”

To enable the crane to function
trouble-free in spite of the high buildup of dust, CraneBuilders decided
to use two AS 7 wire rope hoists from
STAHL CraneSystems. The robust
hoists are regarded as particularly
reliable, they are low-maintenance
and have no trouble coping with high
ambient temperatures and adverse
conditions. Rohde says, “The AS 7
was the best product for this project.
STAHL CraneSystems was able to
customise the wire rope hoists for our
design, installation was simple,
commissioning unproblematic, and the
crane has been running since without incident – in spite of the thick
layer of dust which has built up on the
crane in just a few weeks.”
The successful collaboration
between CraneBuilders and STAHL
CraneSystems has a long tradition.
CraneBuilders emerged from STAHL

CraneSystems’ Dutch subsidiary
as an independent crane builder and
together with its sister company
CraneSolutions has grown into one of
the Netherlands’ leading crane
builders. The company is based in
Katwijk, 20 km north of Den Haag. Its
customers include industrial enterprises in the Netherlands and abroad,
but also shipyards or companies
producing offshore installations.
With the kind assistance of
René Rohde and Marco Lindhout,
CraneBuilders, The Netherlands
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Crane technology
for the LNG area
Offshore, onshore, hot and cold

No LNG systems or LNG tanks without crane technology! Plant operators require
extremely specialised hoists for maintaining heavy gas compressors and
lifting out LNG pumps. They have to be explosion-proof in order to comply with the
safety regulations of the operators in the respective explosion protection zone.
And they have to be reliable so that they are immediately available when they are
needed. In international competition with strict certification specifications,
EPC companies will find a handful of hoist manufacturers who are in a position to
supply crane technology with appropriate quality and reliability and also offer
reliable solutions with their own experts, their own manufacturing facilities and
many years of experience. As a specialist for explosion-proof crane technology,
STAHL CraneSystems has also been producing special hoists for LNG systems
and gas tanks since 1997. Since then, the company from Künzelsau has delivered
more than 60 of the highly-specialised hoists for systems all over the world.

What types of LNG hoist are there,
and how do they differ?
Lifting gear is needed for maintaining
the compressors in LNG trains and
also for lifting the liquid gas pumps out
of the LNG tanks. As far as hoists for
LNG pumps are concerned, STAHL
CraneSystems distinguishes between
three safety levels, which are oriented
to the specifications of the customer,
the EPC contractor, the pump manufacturer and the respective countryspecific regulations.

Level 1 corresponds to an explosion-proof, singlestrand rope drive. By means of precision workmanship, generous dimensioning of the capacity and
robust components, LNG pumps can be safely lifted,
even if there is a risk of explosion. Many of these
LNG hoists can be found on tanks in China, and also
in Portugal, for example.
Level 2 operates with two synchronously operating
cable drums, which accommodate two pump cables
and therefore make hoisting with double protection
possible. The hoisting procedure itself takes place
using a single hoisting motor, and the cable drums
are connected by a drive chain.
In Level 3A all components are redundant: Two
cable drums, two hoisting motors and two brakes.
In this way, the pump can always be safely
hoisted if one of the pump cables breaks or one of
the hoisting drives fails. In practice, the hoisting
procedure always takes place using one supporting
cable, and the second cable operates without
load as a slack cable. Level 3A hoists are used in
the GATE terminal in Rotterdam, for example.
In order to minimise the load in the event of a cable
break during the load change, STAHL CraneSystems
has developed an additional Level 3B. In this case
the cable drive itself has an oscillatory and damped
mounting. If the load abruptly switches to the other
cable drum, the cable drive changes its centre of
gravity in a controlled way and cushions the “shock”.
This maximum safety level was required for the
LNG systems of Qatar Gas and was implemented
with six cable drives.

STAHL CraneSystems offers suitable wire rope hoists for all safety levels

Rope
drums

Wire
ropes

Hoist
gear

Reeving

Floating and springloaded suspension

Safety Level 1

1

1

1

1/1

–

Safety Level 2

2

2

1

1/1

–

Safety Level 3A

2

2

2

1/1

–

Safety Level 3B

2

2

2

1/1
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Long stop period and availability on demand
Maintenance cranes in LNG systems are seldom
used. Crane technology on LNG tanks is
subjected to wind, rain and salty air for months,
sometimes years, without being switched on
or moved. And when the crane is needed, usually
in critical situations, when the bearing of the
pump is no longer running smoothly or not at all,
time is money and the safety officers become
nervous. During maintenance work on LNG
tanks, technology is required that can be relied
on 100 %. This requires reliable components
and also regular maintenance of the hoists
themselves. Regular crane start-ups, running
gear movements and cable unwinding also
help to keep the system operational in the long
term.
You won’t find LNG crane technology in a
catalogue
Hoists for LNG systems are not a standard
solution, since the requirements depend on many
factors. Reliable series-produced products are
therefore required that can be individually
adapted. This is where internationally oriented
specialists like STAHL CraneSystems are in
their element, with considerable experience in
all of the world’s climatic zones and who
can provide safe and cost-effective solutions,
1

including those for explosion-protected areas.
LNG cable drives from STAHL CraneSystems are
based on the same module manufacturing
concept as series-produced cable drives. The
individual components come from our own
series production, also as a modified customised
solution, their technical design has been well
thought-out and the supply of spare parts and
simple maintenance are guaranteed for decades.
The service life of the equipment is difficult to
estimate, particularly in the area of energy
systems and offshore solutions. The service life
that is calculated beforehand is often exceeded,
and systems remain in operation not just for
20 years, but 30 or 40. However, as with all technical components, regular maintenance and
the availability of spare parts is the key to longterm use in crane technology as well.
Hoists from niche providers can fulfil the technical requirements, but the system will only
operate cost-effectively and safely if all of the
important components are easily accessible
for maintenance work, and the availability of
spare parts is guaranteed over a long period.

2

Experts help during planning
Collaboration with experienced, internationally
oriented crane technology specialists pays
for itself as early as the planning phase: With its
knowledge of international (explosion protection)
regulations, STAHL CraneSystems supports plant
constructors and EPC companies with approvals,
and produces all of the required documentation.
For successful LNG projects you need crane
technology partners who have both the technical
competence and the bureaucratic experience.

4

3

STAHL CraneSystems remains one of only a few
providers worldwide who know this specialist area
and can provide reliable solutions.

More information about
hoists can be found in
our brochure “The LNG
engineering solution”.

5

1 Housings protect the cable
drives from the weather during
long stop periods.
2 LNG cable drives can also be
equipped with single-rail suspended
running gear, as shown here at
Canaport LNG in Canada.
3 Four new LNG tanks were started up
with STAHL CraneSystems level 1
LNG drives in Shenzhen, China, in 2015.
4 LNG systems are usually in coastal
areas, and are subjected to salt and
harsh climates.
5 STAHL CraneSystems supports plant
constructors, even during the
planning phase. These oscillatory
mounted level 3B LNG drives were
intended for Qatar Gas systems.
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Mechanical engineering company
Kurtz Ersa required a new crane to lift
larger and heavier components into
a new milling machine. It needed to lift
16 instead of the previous 5 tonnes
and to travel on the existing crane runway. The lifting height and restricted
clearance above the crane bridge
also played a part. Stahl- und Kranbau
Oeder, one of STAHL CraneSystems’
partners, developed a customised
low-headroom crane with an unusual
design.

Compact
crane
for
Kurtz
Wire rope hoists
travel between
crane bridges

Kurtz Ersa produces particle foam
and casting machinery at its plant in
Kreuzwertheim. The powerful machines are used all around the world
– from low-pressure casting of engine
blocks to pre-expanding and shapemoulding helmets and shoe soles.
Kurtz Ersa relies on 235 years’
experience, well-trained personnel

and ultramodern machinery to produce these high-precision machines.
At the beginning of August 2015, Kurtz
Ersa commissioned a new travelling
column milling machine that works to
0.017 mm accuracy over 10 m and
with which larger and heavier components can now be processed.
However neither the existing crane

nor the crane runway were designed for the required lifting capacity
of 16 tonnes. Designing a new 16 t crane for the existing crane runway
proved to be more difficult than expected and posed insoluble problems for some crane builders.
On the one hand, the limited clearance between crane runway
and ceiling played a role, on the other the specifications for the lower
edge of the load hook which could not collide with the milling
machine’s spindle motor. Specialist for customised cranes, Stahlund Kranbau Oeder from Eckental in Franconia, South Germany, found
the optimum solution: “The crucial point of the system was definitely
the restricted installation situation and the existing crane runway
which we could not reinforce,” Rudolf Lang remembers, an engineer
from Stahl- und Kranbau Oeder, one of STAHL CraneSystems’ certified
partners. Oeder supplied a customised crane with a headroom of only
943 mm from the upper edge of the wire rope hoist to the lower edge
of the hook, that utilises the lifting height up to 236 mm below the
crane runway and still manages with the restricted space above the
crane runway. “The starting point was a standard CraneKit from
STAHL CraneSystems with two 8 t wire rope hoists from the compact
SH series – together with our motto: When space is tight, we’re
the people you need,” Rudolf Lang says. His solution is based on a

number of off-standard designs that would not be possible with a
standard crane. “We had to devise a special construction for the
crane bridge,” Rudolf Lang explains. “On this crane, two SH wire rope
hoists with modified crabs travel on rails mounted inside the bridge
girders. Only this feature together with altering the distance between
the bogie endcarriages made it possible to build such a compact
crane.” The load is distributed onto coupled crane endcarriages with
a total of 8 wheels so that the maximum load capacity of the crane
runway is not exceeded. The load actually suspended from the hooks
appears on the display of the radio remote control. The crane is also
equipped with the safety features necessary for tandem operation.
This can be activated via the remote control and enables lifting heavy
and long workpieces safely. Norbert Jonas too, Kurtz Ersa’s
production manager, is more than satisfied with the new crane. “You
need creative engineers like Rudolf Lang and his colleagues to
design a crane with these specifications – a remarkable achievement
and a technically convincing crane. We’ll certainly get in touch with
Stahl- und Kranbau Oeder for future projects.”
With the kind assistance of Rudolf Lang, SKO Oeder
Stahl- und Kranbau GmbH & Co. KG and Norbert Jonas, Kurtz Ersa
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Herzogenburg

Austria

It all comes down
to the right mixture
Austrian CraneSystems’ charging crane operates
fully automated too
Georg Fischer Automotive’s 235 employees
manufacture around 35,000 t cast parts in
nodular graphite iron (spheroidal graphite iron)
every year in the plant in Herzogenburg,
Austria. The company is specialised on crankshafts, camshafts, exhaust manifolds, brake
carriers and differential casings for passenger
and commercial vehicles. The cast iron for
the components is composed of various raw
materials in precisely defined proportions,
for which the foundry sends “recipes” to the raw
material batching plant. This is a large
building swathed in dark grey dust with 25
separate bin areas in which mountains of metal
and scrap are piled up to a height of several
metres. Here skips are filled with the appropriate
combination of various casting materials and
despatched to the furnace via a monorail
system. An ultra-modern crane from Austrian
CraneSystems has been operating in the
batching plant since August. The fast hightech crane from STAHL CraneSystems’ Austrian
crane building partner can be operated both
manually and fully automated.

The crane operator blends the types
of metal following the foundry’s
recipe, just like a cook blending his
ingredients. The mixture required
is communicated to him by a control
system and is shown on the display
in his crane cab. The crane control
communicates with the foundry’s
batching system by means of a
ProfiBus connection.
In manual operation, the crane
operator approaches one of the
numbered bins and picks the material
up by magnet – a maximum of 5 tonnes
per lifting cycle. The display provides
information on the material lifted
and the quantity still needing to be
taken from the current bin. The crane
operator can release excess material
from the magnet in finely graduated

steps and thus measure the ingredients out precisely. The casting
materials are discharged into material
skips, there are two dedicated skip
positions in a frame underneath the
crane bridge, so that they are always
in the right position for the crane. The
distances in the 60 m long building,
the number of bins to be served and
the batching output of 15 t/h required
demand high speeds for both crane
and crab, necessitating a sturdy construction. The crane bridge can be
accelerated steplessly up to 63 m/min,
the cross travel speed is 40 m/min,
the hoisting speed 20 m/min. The
hoist, an SH wire rope hoist from
STAHL CraneSystems, has the high
FEM classification of 3m (ISO M6).

The crane takes over the night shift
In addition to manual operation during
the day, the crane is equipped for
automated operation during the night
shift. In this mode, the crane automatically approaches the raw material
bins specified in the foundry’s recipe,
picks up the required amounts and fills
the material skips as specified. Filling
one skip in continuous automatic
operation takes a maximum of 20 minutes depending on the composition.
The heart of the crane is a double
rail crab with off-standard headroom,
equipped with a STAHL CraneSystems
SH 6025 wire rope hoist with true
vertical lift. A calibratable weighing
system on the crab frame permits the
weight taken up to be accurately
determined.
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STAHL CraneSystems was involved in developing
and building part of this sophisticated crane technology.
Precise positioning of crane and crab is essential
for automatic operation. The position is thus determined
redundantly by a number of secure absolute value
encoders monitoring crane travel, crab travel and rope
drum (and additional laser-based measurement of the
clearance between the crane bridge and the wall of the
building).
Safety requirements for automatic operation
It is essential to ensure that no one is in the building during
automatic operation. This must confirmed by a means of a
switch before activating automated operation. The doors
are secured electrically. Automated operation is started up
on the crane operator’s access level, approx. 8 m above
the ground. The bins can only be filled in manual operation,
however the boxes in the circular system can be charged
to a certain extent by forklift.
A powerful partner in Austria
Less than 12 months elapsed between the order being
placed at the end of November 2014 and the successful
final acceptance of the crane system, including automated
operation, on 7 November 2015. Only two weeks during
Georg Fischer Automobilguss’ summer break remained for
Austrian CraneSystems to dismantle the old system and
erect the new crane – this did not cause the Austrian crane
builders any trouble thanks to careful planning and skilled
erection. The cordial and cooperative partnership existing
between FG and Austrian CraneSystems since 2007 surely
also played its part in this project. With this innovative
customised crane, Austrian CraneSystems’ entire team has
once again proved that engineers in Austria too are
equal to complex, challenging projects and can implement
demanding customised solutions on schedule and in
conformity with standards .

With the kind assistance of Herbert Lehner
and Christine Voggeneder, Austrian CraneSystems GmbH

On the way
to Yamal Explosion-proof coldclimate cranes successfully tested

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
02–06 March 2016
Reykjavik, Iceland

INTERNATIONAL LNG CONGRESS
14–15 March 2016
London, Great Britain

OIL & GAS SUMMIT CIS 2015
15–16 October 2015
Moscow, Russia

Fertilizer factory
in Tatarstan
Extreme crane technology

Before the cold-resistant, explosion-proof hoists set
off for the Yamal LNG project in Russia (detailed report in
previous magazine), they were tested and accepted in
Germany by an independent testing authority by request
of the client (EPC company Technip). First of all the
equipment was taken by heavy haulage from Künzelsau to
the respective crane construction partners, who had
manufactured the crane gantries on behalf of STAHL
CraneSystems. There the hoists were fitted to their crane
gantries, the hoists, drives and controllers were fully
cabled and the functionality of the 100-ton crane was
tested. After successful acceptance, the cranes had
to be dismantled into their individual components again
and securely packed for transport. All acceptance
went smoothly and to the full satisfaction of the testers.
All six of these special cranes have now been delivered
and are on the way to Russia.

The new OAO “Ammonium” industrial complex for the production of fertilizers and raw materials for the petrochemical industry was started up
in the Russian province of Tatarstan, 1,000 km east of Moscow, in February 2016. The chemical plant produces urea, ammonium nitrate and
nitrogen fertilizer for industrial agriculture and methanol as a raw material for the petrochemical industry. Well-known companies from Russia,
Japan and China were involved in the design and construction of the plant. The crane technology for maintaining the plane originated from
STAHL CraneSystems. The aggressive ammonia atmosphere and the risk of explosion in some areas of the factory (ex zone II C T4) were decisive factors during the design of the systems. 3 coats of paint were applied, with a total coat thickness of 240 µm. Several of the cranes
and hoists were explosion proof (in accordance with ATEX 95). With its technically and economically proven solution, STAHL CraneSystems
succeeded in beating off competition from Russia, Bulgaria and Germany. The contract was signed at the beginning of 2013, and the
cranes and hoists were delivered at the end of 2013. The system recently started operations, and a second stage of expansion is supposedly
already being planned.
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Innokran supplies elegant
overhead travelling
cranes for façade production

Ideal
Factories
RIVA GmbH Engineering in Backnang is growing at a
breathtaking rate. Its second production building
with 15,000 m2 floor area was completed at the beginning of this year, the third building is already under
construction, the site for a fourth building has been
staked out and the number of employees is to continue
growing too. The uncluttered new building, designed
completely in grey, houses large state of the art
milling machines that produce elaborately decorated
façade elements for palaces and mosques in Arabian
countries – oriental ornaments, milled with German
accuracy. For lifting the elements which may weigh
several tonnes, and for in-house logistics, RIVA relies
on a state of the art radio crane system supplied by
Innokran and equipped with crane technology from
STAHL CraneSystems.

Doors, gates, façades and balustrades, elaborate ornaments
and gilded ceiling light fittings – RIVA
Engineering in Backnang, BadenWürttemberg, is working flat out on
the remodelling and extension of
the Sacred Mosque in Mecca, to be
completed by 2018. The four-leaf glass
doors are up to 16 m wide – each of
their leaves consists of glass elements weighing up to nearly 4 tonnes,
framed by massive duplex steel
profiles. RIVA is manufacturing large
numbers of the decorative façade
elements from heavy aluminium plates
out of which the elaborate decorations are milled – with individual
designs for each mosque and each
palace. Production continues at full
speed in two shifts, making great
demands on in-house logistics and
requiring cranes that operate
efficiently and are always available.
Twelve overhead travelling cranes
supplied by Innokran, with reliable
crane technology from STAHL CraneSystems, are in charge of logistics
in the production shop. “The customer
set great store on an elegant production environment, as there are regular
visits from important customers and
delegations from the Arabian region
to inspect prototypes or to get an idea
of the manufacturing process,” as
Christoph Fischer of Innokran, responsible for designing and producing the
crane systems, explains. The cranes
were painted an unobtrusive grey and
have no visible festoon cable systems.
Instead, the power supply systems
along the crane runways and crane
bridges were designed as elegant
contactor lines. RIVA wanted an
off-standard feature, a power supply
to each load hook to connect
electrical equipment. “This wasn’t
possible using conventional conductor
lines, but we were able to meet the
customer’s request with a 10-pole
safety conductor line from Paul Vahle,
so our crane bridges and the wire
rope hoists get by without any cumbersome festoon cables,” as Christoph
Fischer emphasises. Each of the
twelve overhead travelling cranes is

equipped with an 8 t SH wire rope
hoist. The cranes can be coupled in
pairs via the radio remote control
if large or particularly heavy elements
need to be transported.
RIVA relies on premium technology
from the region to ensure troublefree material flow and minimise crane
downtimes – the crane builder
Innokran is based in Pleidelsheim,
20 km away, wire rope hoists and
crane components are supplied by
STAHL CraneSystems in Künzelsau,
50 km away. However STAHL CraneSystems’ SH wire rope hoists have
already been used in Mecca, nearly
6,000 km away: when the Mecca Royal
Clock Tower, at present the third
highest building in the world, was built
adjoining the mosque a few years ago,
wire rope hoists from Künzelsau lifted
façade elements and the enormous
hands of the largest tower clock in the
world.
“RIVA is working flat out, it’s
essential for everything to work properly. The SH wire rope hoist from
STAHL CraneSystems is a fast,
low-maintenance and extremely

reliable wire rope hoist and ideally
suited to this demanding work
environment,” says crane builder
Christoph Fischer.
The cranes’ off-standard features
include easily legible load displays
which provide information on the load
suspended from each wire rope hoist.
Bright LED lights from RIVA’s sister
company Riva Lighting illuminate the
work area underneath the wire
rope hoists and ensure ideal working
conditions. With this high-performance crane system, Riva has its
material flow under control and at the
same time can present itself to its
customers at its best.
With the kind assistance of
Christoph Fischer, Innokran
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